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Answer following in shortf Any Seven)
1 Define monitor.

How can we create an object ofM e 
What is JVM?
Differentiate paint() and repaint() m 
List any 4 built in pac^ge with brief 
Java is robust-Just|fy \ \  V> 

s /  Write a significances CLASSPATH.

Write a short note on foifawing(An)^rwo)
A) Applet life cycled
B) Thread S y n ^ o ^ a t j ^ f ^ 05
C) StringBuffermss <\

escription

3^ (A) What is p 
package?

M^owto access methods of package in another 7 
various access specifiers with package.

f  What is excepMfn?Expiain user defined exception with example
( i)E j^ in  st^tjc keyword with example 

u * ' v  ̂ (u)Wnte down difference between abstract class and interface

Answer the following in details(Any Two)
lr\\W hat is applet? How to pass parameters to the applet? Explain with 
^^example. ;

to implement multiple inheritance in JAVA? Explain with
^f\^xample.
3) Explain structure of jVM in detail.
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(A)

(B) 

(B)

Write a program to accept a string from command line and display 
each character in reverse at the interval of 1 second

OR
Write a program to accept an argument from command line and 
check whether it is prime or not.
Explain use of super keyword with example.

OR
Explain bitwise operators in detail.
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